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Abstract

Experiment indicates that small clusters show changes (mostly contractions) of the bond lengths with respect to bulk values. We use the stabilized jellium model to study the self-expansion and self-compression of spherical clusters (neutral or ionized) of simple metals. Results from Kohn-Sham density functional theory are presented for small clusters of Al and Na, including negatively-charged ones. We also examine the stability of clusters with respect to charging.

1. Introduction

Recently, the crystallographic structure of microclusters has been the subject of many studies (see e.g. [1-7]). Standard techniques to measure the bond lengths include low energy electron diffraction, extended x-ray absorption fine structure and scanning tunneling microscopy. With few exceptions, the average interatomic distances are smaller in microclusters than in the bulk.

In the present work we use a simple theoretical model - stabilized jellium - where the ions are replaced by a continuous medium. Unlike that of the jellium model, the energy of the stabilized jellium model is stable in the bulk with respect to changes of the positive charge density. Clusters of stabilized jellium are also stable, although at a different density. Within this model, self-compression arises from surface tension. Self-expansion can occur only for charged clusters. We shall present the model and results on self-expansion and compression which complement those already published [8-10].

2. Model

In the stabilized jellium model (SJM) [11], as in the jellium model, the positive ions are replaced by a continuous charge background of density \( \bar{n} = 3/(4\pi r_s^2) \), truncated sharply at a cluster radius \( R_0 = r_s N_0^{1/3} \), where \( N_0 \) is the number of valence electrons in the neutral cluster.
In the SJM, the energy $E_0$ of a spherical neutral cluster is a function of the number of valence electrons $N_0$, the density parameter $r_s$ of the positive background, the valence $z$ and the "pseudopotential core radius" $r_c$. The latter is adjusted, for each metal, to achieve bulk stability at the observed $r_s^B$ (so that $r_s = r_c(r_s^B, z)$):

$$\lim_{N_0 \to \infty} \frac{\partial}{\partial r_s} (E_0/N_0) \bigg|_{r_s=r_s^B} = 0 .$$

The number of valence electrons of a charged cluster is $N = N_0 + \nu$ (with $\nu$ the number of excess electrons; the charge is $q = -e\nu$). Given the total energy of the charged cluster $E_\nu = E(N_0, r_s, z, r_c, \nu)$, the equilibrium density parameter $r_s^*$ of the cluster is obtained from:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial r_s} (E_\nu/N) \bigg|_{r_s=r_s^*} = 0 .$$

The equilibrium cluster radius is then $R = r_s^* N_0^{1/3}$. We have expansion if $r_s^* > r_s^B$ or compression if $r_s^* < r_s^B$.

The elastic stiffness or inverse compressibility of the finite system is defined by:

$$B = \frac{1}{12 \pi r_s^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r_s^2} (E_\nu/N) \bigg|_{r_s=r_s^*} .$$

It goes to the bulk modulus $B^B$ in the limit of an infinite number of particles: $\lim_{N_0 \to \infty} B = B^B$.

In this work, we present $r_s^*$ and $B$ for small clusters of Al and Na. We examine the role of charge in compression or dilatation, presenting new results on negatively charged clusters.

In the stabilized jellium model, the energy of the neutral or charged cluster may be evaluated by solving the self-consistent Kohn - Sham equations [12] of density functional theory. We have used the local density approximation (LDA), with the Perdew - Wang parametrization for the correlation energy [13]. These equations (in atomic units) read as

$$\left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + v_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}) \right] \psi_\alpha(\mathbf{r}) = \epsilon_\alpha \psi_\alpha(\mathbf{r}) ,$$

where $\alpha$ denotes a set of quantum numbers. The effective potential is

$$v_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}) = v_+(\mathbf{r}) + \int d^3 r' \frac{n(\mathbf{r}')}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|} + \mu_{xc}(n(\mathbf{r})) ,$$

where $v_+(\mathbf{r})$ is the electrostatic potential describing the interaction between the background and the electrons, $n(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_\alpha |\psi_\alpha(\mathbf{r})|^2 \Theta(\mu - \epsilon_\alpha)$ is the electronic density, with $\mu$ the chemical potential, and $\mu_{xc}(n(\mathbf{r}))$ the exchange-correlation potential. We have [14]

$$v_+(\mathbf{r}) = \begin{cases} -\frac{N}{2\pi R^3} \left[3 - \left(\frac{r}{R}\right)^2\right] + (\delta v)_{WS} & (r < R) \\ -\frac{N}{\pi r^3} & (r > R) \end{cases} ,$$

with

$$(\delta v)_{WS} = -\frac{1}{3} \left(\frac{9\pi}{4}\right)^{2/3} \frac{r_s^B}{r_s^3} + \frac{1}{4\pi} \left(\frac{9\pi}{4}\right)^{1/3} \frac{1}{r_s^3} + \frac{1}{3} \frac{(r_s^B)^4}{r_s^3} \frac{d\epsilon_c(r_s^B)}{dr_s^B} + \frac{3}{10} \left(\frac{r_s^B}{r_s^3} - \frac{1}{r_s} \right) .$$

The constant potential of the stabilized jellium model. The exchange-correlation potential in the LDA is given by $\mu_{xc} = \frac{\partial}{\partial n} [n \epsilon_{xc}]$, with $\epsilon_{xc}(n)$ the exchange-correlation energy per electron for an electron gas of uniform density $n$. 
Once Eq. (4) has been solved, the total energy of the cluster is given by:

\[ E [n(r)] = \sum_\alpha e_\alpha - U [n] + U_B [n+] - \int d^3r \ n(r)\mu_{zc}(n(r)) + \int d^3r \ n(r)e_{zc}(n(r)) , \quad (8) \]

where

\[ U [n] = \frac{1}{2} \int d^3r \int d^3r' \frac{n(r)n(r')}{|r - r'|} \quad (9) \]

is the electronic Coulomb repulsion energy, and \( U_B [n+] = 3N_0(N_0 - N_0^{1/3})/5R \) is the background Coulomb repulsion minus the self-repulsion energy within each Wigner-Seitz cell.

The energy of a charged cluster may also be evaluated using the liquid drop model (LDM), which disregards shell fluctuations and therefore provides a continuous description of the energy which is useful to identify trends [15,16]. This energy is

\[ E_\nu = E_0 - \nu(W + \frac{c}{R}) + \frac{\nu^2}{2(R + \delta)} \quad , \quad (10) \]

with \( E_0 \) the energy of the neutral cluster, \( W \) the work function, \( c \) a parameter measuring the first-order size correction to the work function, and \( \delta \) the distance from the image plane to the jellium edge of the planar surface. The energy \( E_0 \) is given by

\[ E_0 = a_\nu(r_s, z, r_e)N_0 + a_s(r_s, z, r_e)N_0^{2/3} + a_c(r_s, z, r_e)N_0^{1/3} \quad , \quad (11) \]

where \( a_\nu \) is the average energy per electron in the bulk system, \( a_s \) the surface and \( a_c \) the curvature coefficients. These coefficients may be extracted from the planar surface problem with the aid of the so-called "leptodermous expansion" [17,18].

3. Results

For Al and Na, with bulk density parameters respectively \( r_s^B = 2.07 \) and 3.93 bohr and valences \( z = 3 \) and 1, the following conclusions were drawn in previous works [8-10]:

Surface tension compresses the neutral cluster (i.e., \( r_s^* < r_s^B \)). Kohn - Sham calculations display shell-structure oscillations around the average behaviour predicted by the LDM and produce local minima in the density parameter \( r_s^* \) and local maxima in the elastic stiffness \( B \) for closed-shell clusters \( N = 2, 8, 18, 20 \) etc.

In charged clusters two effects compete: surface tension increases the ionic density, while surface-charge Coulomb repulsion reduces it. Self-expansion occurs when the Coulomb repulsion of the excess charge overwhelms the surface tension. For very large charges, explosion arises via disappearance of a solution for the background equilibrium radius.

Let us now examine the compression or expansion effects for a broader range of charges. Charged clusters of aluminum, with charges between \( q = -2 \) and \( q = +2 \) show self-compression. Fig. 1 shows how the equilibrium radius of an aluminum cluster depends upon the number of
atoms $N_{at}$ (for Al, $N_{at} = N_0/3$) and the charge $q$. A shell structure (with minima in $r^*_n$ for electron numbers around 18 and 40) is superimposed on a smooth pattern of self-compression, which is stronger for small systems than for large, and stronger for positive charges than for neutral or negative ones.

Fig. 1. Equilibrium density parameter $r^*_n$ of aluminum clusters with $N_{at} = 5, ..., 20$ and charges $q = -2, ..., 2$. The LDA Kohn-Sham values for each $N_{at} = N_0/z$ and $q$ were evaluated in the stabilized jellium model, and a surface was fitted to these results.

Bigger charges approach the limits of stability. Consider the magic system Al$_6$ which, from atomistic studies, is known to be the smallest Al cluster with a compact shape. If we ionize this cluster, extracting electrons, there is no solution for the background equilibrium density for charges $q$ equal to or bigger than 12, while the transition from self-compression to self-expansion takes place at $q = 6$ (Fig. 2). On the other hand, if we ionize the non-magic system Al$_9$ we see that the system can subsist up to $q = 13$. Thus it appears that the size of the cluster, and not the shell structure, primarily sets the limit of stability with respect to Coulomb explosion.

From the elastic stiffness, Al$_6$ is somewhat harder than Al$_9$. (Both are harder than the bulk, so that a crystal made of packed Al clusters might have a larger bulk modulus than normal Al). The elastic stiffness for small charges is independent of the charge, but the "explosion" of the system is "announced" by the vanishing of the stiffness. The instability which is being analyzed is different from that associated with cluster fission, namely instability with respect to deformation holding the volume fixed. In our present work the volume is allowed to change while the system keeps a spherical shape. More charge is needed to blow-up the volume than to deform the shape and fragment the cluster [19].
Fig. 2. Above: Equilibrium density parameter for Al$_6^{3+}$ and Al$_8^{3+}$ as a function of the positive charge $q$. (This graph is a cut of Fig. 1 for $N_a = 6$ and 8). For $q = 0$ the first cluster is magic, while the second is not. Below: Elastic stiffness for the same systems.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, for Na$_6^{3+}$ and Na$_8^{3+}$. Note that for $q = 0$ the first cluster is not magic while the second is.
Fig. 4. Above: Equilibrium density of neutral, single and double positively charged clusters of aluminum as a function of the number of atoms. (This graph is a cut of Fig. 1 for $q = 0, \pm 1$). Below: Same as above for negatively charged clusters.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, for sodium. There are no bound solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations for Na$^-$ up to $N_{at} = 15$. 
In Fig. 3 we see similar effects for Na, the difference being that Na clusters with the same number of atoms are not able to sustain charges as big as in Al. Self-expansion occurs for $q \geq 2$, and the limits of stability occur at $q = 4$, in both Na clusters.

It is expected [10] that neutral clusters will show a stronger self-compression than charged clusters of the same size, and that highly-charged clusters will display self-expansion. Figs. 4 and 5 show that this expectation is met by Na clusters, and by negative Al clusters, but that Al clusters with small positive charges are anomalously (but only slightly) more compressed than neutral ones. Fig. 6 displays the asymmetry between positive and negative charges for the equilibrium radii of Al clusters. We also show the difference between Al and Na clusters, which have the same number of electrons. The LDM result is superimposed on the Kohn - Sham result, and does not exhibit the anomalous behavior of the latter.

LDA fails to find self-consistent solutions for small negative ions [20]. For aluminum, the smallest singly-negative ion for which we find a solution is $\text{Al}^{-2}$, and the smallest doubly-negative ion is $\text{Al}^{-4}$. For sodium, the smallest singly-negative ion for which we find a solution is $\text{Na}^{-1}$. However, this does not mean that LDA predicts no smaller negative sodium ion, as we discuss in the next paragraph.

The liquid drop model can be used to discuss the stability of negatively-charged Na clusters against emission of an electron. To simplify the discussion, replace $c/R$ by $c/(R + \delta)$ in Eq. (10). Then a neutral cluster with $N_0$ valence electrons can bind $\nu$ excess electrons when $E_{\nu-1} > E_{\nu}$, i.e., [10]

$$N_0 > \left[ \frac{\nu - c - \frac{1}{2}}{W r_s - \delta} - \frac{\delta}{r_s^3} \right]^3 . \tag{12}$$
Eq. (12) predicts that Na, and larger sodium clusters can lower their energy by binding one excess electron. However, the condition for a self-consistent solution of the Euler (Kohn-Sham) equation is $\mu \equiv dE_v/d\nu < 0$, i.e.

$$N_0 > \left[ \frac{\nu - c}{W \gamma_s} - \frac{\delta}{r_s^3} \right]^3. \tag{13}$$

Eq. (13) predicts that only Na, and larger clusters should have self-consistent solutions that bind one excess electron, in reasonable agreement with our Kohn-Sham results of Fig. 5. According to both the LDM and the Kohn-Sham LDA, singly-negative clusters from Na, to Na, are stable with respect to removal of a whole electron, but unstable with respect to removal of a fraction of an electron.

### 4. Conclusions

Simple theory based on the concept of surface tension predicts that neutral clusters should self-compress, i.e., that the bond lengths of a cluster should be smaller than in the bulk. We have called attention to the role of charge, including negative charge. In the SJM, the charging properties of Al and Na clusters are different: Aluminum clusters with the same number of particles may sustain a much bigger charge than sodium clusters. Moreover, the charge dependence of the equilibrium radius of Al and Na with the same number of particles is different: Al clusters do not show a minimum for the neutral system. As the magnitude of the charge increases, of course, any system should become less dense than the bulk and should eventually break up.
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